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PRODUCT
PRODUCT DETAILED DESCRIPTION
TV-on-the-GO Watch TV where you want, when you want and enjoy your media on-the-go.

Stay connected to your digital entertainment on-the-go with the ATI Theater™ HD 750 and help meet the demands of your mobile lifestyle.

Capture and convert your home videos, recorded TV shows, and movies into popular video formats such as H.264, AVI, MPEG, DivX, WMV, MPEG4, etc. and take them with you on your portable media device and watch them anywhere you go.

Combine ATI Theater™ HD 750 and an ATI Radeon™ Premium graphics card (HD 4600 series or HD 4800 series) and experience mind-boggling GPU accelerated transcoding speed. Now you can watch, record, and convert fast and seamlessly with the best playback quality – all with your media rich PVR PC.

Forgot your Portable Media Player? Just connect to your PC at home from virtually anywhere you are, with AMD LIVE™ On Demand, via the internet. Simply log on to your PC and start viewing local live HDTV, recorded TV, home videos, listen to the radio, or watch movies. And with AMD Live!™ Explorer software you can access live TV on your PC - anytime, anywhere.

PRODUCT FEATURES
● ATSC, DVB-T, Clear-QAM Digital TV Support (unencrypted digital TV)
● PAL, SECAM, NTSC Analog TV Support
● Intelligent Image Enhancement
● 12-bit Resolution Audio and Video Decoder
● Software MPEG Encoding
● USB compliant interface

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
● USB 2.0 Interface
● F-Type coax connector for Analog TV (NTSC) or HDTV (ATSC)
● S-video input with adapter
● Stereo audio input with adapter
● Composite video input with adapter

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT
EXTERNAL POWER REQUIREMENT
CPU Intel or AMD
CPU SPEED Min. Intel 2.0 Celeron, Pentium Intel Duo, AMD 3800+ or higher
MEMORY 512MB
HARD DISK 480MB available hard disk space
SYSTEM BUS USB 2.0
SLOT N/A
CHASSIS N/A
MONITOR Digital flat-panel (DFP) displays or DVI-I Compatible or digital CRT display or High-resolution VGA monitor
INTERNET ACCESS YES
USB YES
CD DVD YES
POWER SUPPLY NA

OPERATING SYSTEM
WINDOWS-7-32   WINDOWS-7-64   WINXP   WINXP64   WINVISTA32   WINVISTA64   MCE
FORM FACTOR External Device (USB)
DIMENSIONS [PRODUCT] : 3.4 X 1.3 X .6 inches [RETAIL BOX] : 9.4 X 6.3 X 2.2 inches [S BUILDER] :
WEIGHT [PRODUCT WEIGHT] : 10 LBS [PRODUCT WITH CONTENT WEIGHT] : 1.2 LBS
UPC RETAIL PACKAGE UPC : 75448008852

PACKAGE CONTENT
● DIAMOND TV WONDER 750 USB
● QUICK START GUIDE
● INSTALL CD
● REMOTE CONTROL
● HDTV ANTENNA
● DIAMOND WARRANTY CARD
● USB EXTENSION CABLE

The information presented in this document is for information purposes only. The information contained herein is subject to change and may be rendered inaccurate for many reasons, including, but not limited to product and specification changes, new model or product releases, product differences between differing manufacturers, software changes, BIOS flashes, firmware upgrades, or the like. Diamond Multimedia assumes no obligation to update or otherwise correct or revise this information. Diamond Multimedia makes no representations or warranties with respect to the contents hereof and assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies, errors or omissions that may appear in this information. However, Diamond Multimedia reserves the right to revise this information and to make changes from time to time to the content hereof without obligation of Diamond Multimedia to notify any person of such revisions or changes. Please see your Diamond Multimedia sales representative for any questions regarding this product information.
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